
Select Trinity 

Tri Colour Batten  

Instructions  
IMPORTANT INSTALLATION INFORMATION This product must be installed in accordance with the latest 

edition of Building Regulations and carried out by a qualified electrician in accordance with the latest IEE  

Wiring Regulations. Before commencing any installation or maintenance work, ensure that the mains sup-

ply is switched off and the appropriate MCB or fuse is isolated. 

Caution, risk of electric shock. 

MAINS WIRING  Cable colours are shown opposite. 
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The Select Trinity is a Class l product and must be earthed. CE Ap-

proved. 220-240VAC, 50/60Hz Supply. IP20 rated. Operating tempera-

ture, -15°C -~+50°C. 

Available in  4ft, 5ft & 6ft single and twin fittings. 30, 35, 45, 55 & 65 
Watt models, LED colour temperature, 3000K, 4000K & 6000k. Options 
to suit most needs such as PIR presence sensor, Microwave detection, 
step dimming, corridor function and 3 hour emergency operation. 

5 year warranty Rev C 2/7/2018 W: www.diamondledlighting.co.uk E: sales@diamondledlighting.co.uk  

Installation:  

1) Locate the three pinch point on either side of the batten, starting at one end, apply pressure with 

thumb and fingers placed on both sides.  Once sufficient pressure is applied pull the two halves 

apart, next the middle and finally the other end. 

    

             Pinch Point 

 

3) With the two halves separated, mounting of the back part to the chosen surface can be begin. 

4) Connect the mains supply wiring, present the LED part of the batten to the back using the hanging 

straps. Connect the driver to the LED part. 

5) Reconnect the mains supply, test the installation and select  a colour setting of, 3000K, 4000K or 

6000K. 

6) Present the LED part to the rear part, secure the two halves with the M4 screws, fit the blanking 

plugs found inside the Select Trinity. 

 

 !!IMPORTANT!! Ensure the screws at either end are fully tightened.  


